Friends,

I want to provide an update on the work I’m doing in Congress to ensure your voices are heard in Washington, D.C. We’re just four months into Joe Biden’s presidency, and we’re already seeing the costs of the radical Left’s agenda. Those costs include many simultaneous crises occurring across America, including cartels operating on both sides of our southern border, a stagnating economy, and damaging fuel shortages. This list of course doesn’t begin to unpack all that Democrats are trying to do right now with respect to our nation’s culture.

**WATCH:** [Biden’s trickledown weakness is costing America](#)

Every day, the majority party works to insert Marxist ideologies into every corner of American society. Except, unlike the last four years, we now have a President who lacks the courage to stand up against these efforts. What all this means for Congressional Republicans like me is that we must work that much harder to defeat Democrats’ destructive plans. And I promise I’m doing just that.

**Defunding Critical Race Theory**
Critical Race Theory (CRT) is a destructive ideology that is poisonous to the American psyche. It has no place in America’s institutions, especially our schools and the military. But the radical Left thinks otherwise. They want CRT forced into classrooms, places of work, and throughout the federal government. Last week, I introduced legislation to fight back.

NEW: It’s time to defund Critical Race Theory

I introduced the Stop CRT Act with my Republican colleagues to fully defund Critical Race Theory at the federal level. This comprehensive bill also seeks to codify President Trump’s Executive Order that bans it from being taught or promoted throughout federal government.

I also joined Senator Tom Cotton in introducing the Combatting Racist Training in the Military Act, which prohibits forcing our military members to be trained under this poisonous ideology. It’s critically important that our Armed Forces not be subject to the radical Left’s identity politics. We saw the immediate need for this legislation after Lt. Col. Matthew Lohmeier’s removal from his command at Space Force for speaking out against CRT training. Critical Race Theory is intentionally divisive and based on a lie, and no child, public servant, or any American for that matter should have to be subject to it.

MORE: Bishop, Republicans, demand Dept. of Ed. withdraw rule forcing CRT in schools
Standing with Israel

This week, I joined the House Republican Israel Caucus in standing against the dangerous rhetoric coming from the other side of the aisle towards Israel. While Hamas terrorists were relentlessly bombarding our ally with rockets, President Biden was slow-moving in his response, and many Democrats simply refused to stand with Israel. It’s unacceptable, and unlike many of them, I will always stand with our ally.

WATCH: [Biden has invited violence & dangerous rhetoric against Israel](#)

In the News:

This week, I had the chance to talk with Stephanie Hamill of One America News about the devastating impacts of Critical Race Theory.

See below for more media coverage:

- **Rob Schmitt Tonight**: [We must protect our children’s future](#)
- **Spicer & Co.**: [Addressing NC’s fuel shortage](#)

As always, friends, I welcome your feedback. Please write me by going to danbishop.house.gov/contact/ if you would like to make comments or if you need assistance with a federal agency. I am honored to be your Congressman.
Sincerely,

Dan Bishop
Member of Congress